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By Lori Frecker, Mary Hawkins and Alastair Mitchell

The definitive guide to
trademark legal services

The world’s leading
trademark firms and
practitioners revealed
The forthcoming World Trademark Review 1000 ranks
the world’s leading law and trademark attorney firms
and individuals. In this exclusive preview, we identify
the firms with the highest number of rankings by
jurisdiction and by individual practitioner, revealing
the leaders in global trademark practice
In today’s crowded, complex marketplace, a recognisable brand that
carries the goodwill of a company or product is priceless. The need
to protect and enforce these prec ious assets is thus growing ever
greater. Increased globalisation places additional pressure on brand
owners entering unfamiliar, often challenging jurisdictions. Under
these circumstances, selecting the right counsel to ensure that
marks are given the positioning and protection th at they need in
each distinct market is crucial.
The WTR 1000 identifies the leading trademark practices at law
firms around the world and the individuals who have driven them
to prominence. Its purpose is to ill uminate the market for clients
shopping for advice and representation in contentious and noncontentious matters, and for firms seeking to refer w ork to countries
where they do not have a presence. Its credibility is guaranteed by
the unique depth of the qualitative research undertaken, involving
the collation of market opinion from peers and clien ts alike. This is
reflected in the detailed editorial, which describes the particular
focuses and strengths of firms and indi viduals ranked in the guide.
We believe that only intensive qualitative research, based on
interviews with clients and practitioners, can yield the kind of
nuanced information that purchasers of legal services find
invaluable in the selection of counsel. Spec ifically, it enables us to
rank firms and individuals in tiers, thus contextualising their
reputations and expertise relative to each other.
Like last year’s edition, the WTR 1000 2012 is the result of an
exhaustive research process that involved over 1,000 interviews
with practitioners specialised in trademark advice and
representation, and with their clients, in over 50 key jurisdictions.
Again, opinions were sought on which firms and practitioners were
leading the field in terms of w ork, skills and levels of client service,
contributing to a picture of their ov erall prestige in the market.
Work examples submitted by firms, and the vie ws of foreign
practitioners referring work to firms in other coun tries, were also
taken into account in our assessment of practices.
For the tables in this article, w e have selected firms with a
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minimum of five jurisdictional rankings and five individual
practitioner rankings, respectively. Over 700 additional firms appear
in the complete guide.
Baker & McKenzie retains its seemingly unassailable position at
the head of both tables. The firm h as the most extensive network of
any practice identified in the pages of the WTR 1000. Its reach
circumscribes the globe, with rankings in such far-fl ung locales as
Colombia, Venezuela, Indonesia and Thailand establishing it as a
firm that is willing to take the lead in challenging markets where
others fear to tread.
Several other practices have found success by focusing their
attention more intently on regional markets. For example, Bird & Bird
and Hogan Lovells have European strongholds and thriving Asian
outposts noted in the guide, while Rouse has risen to prominence with
a distinctive network emphasising Asia and the Middle East.
Greenberg Traurig and Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton underline the
unmatched scale and importance of the US market, both securing five
office rankings apiece in a market that has remained the most
lucrative and also the most resistant to foreign invasion.
In terms of individuals, the usual suspects are to be found a t the
top end of the table, though the achie vements of a number of
single-site firms are also noted, with bou tiques Fross Zelnick
Lehrman & Zissu and Pirkey Barber claiming nine and six indi vidual
rankings respectively.
The wide variety of outfits included in these tables reflects the
complex needs of clients and of law firms seeking to refer trademark
work abroad. The WTR 1000 is a must-have guide that will assist
purchaser and practitioner alike in navigating the trademark
services maze. The following profiles appear in alphabetical order.
Allen & Overy LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 4
Ranked individuals: 6
Allen & Overy combines vast expertise with tremendous global
reach, creating a heavyweight trademark practice that cannot be
ignored. The firm has built up a large and highly esteemed presence
in continental Europe. Its UK headquarters and offices in France,
Luxembourg and Belgium are among its strongest, with Ne ville
Cordell, Geert Glas, Katia Manhaeve and Pierre Lenoir all singled ou t
for recognition; while the recent recruitment of Benjamin Bai in
China has heightened its profile in Asia. The m ulti-office team is
praised for working seamlessly to provide clients with a streamlined,
comprehensive service, with impressive depth of expertise.
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Table 1. Top law firms by offices ranked
Firm name

Offices ranked

Baker & McKenzie
Bird & Bird
Hogan Lovells
Rouse
DLA Piper
Greenberg Traurig LLP
Jones Day
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP

24
15
11
8
7
5
5
5

Table 2. Top law firms by number of individuals ranked
Firm name

Individuals ranked

Baker & McKenzie
Bird & Bird
Hogan Lovells
DLA Piper
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP
Jones Day
Rouse
Fross Zelnick Lehrman & Zissu PC
Greenberg Traurig LLP
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow,
Garrett & Dunner, LLP
Hoyng Monegier LLP
Norton Rose
Smart & Biggar/Fetherstonhaugh
Allen & Overy LLP
Bereskin & Parr LLP
Edwards Wildman Palmer LLP
Fish & Richardson PC
Fulbright & Jaworski
International LLP
Kenyon & Kenyon LLP
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP
Pirkey Barber LLP
Winston & Strawn LLP
Dannemann Siemsen
Knobbe Martens Olson & Bear LLP
McDermott Will & Emery
ROBIC LLP
Salans
Troller Hitz Troller
Yuasa & Hara

39
19
18
13
13
12
11
11
9
9
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Baker & McKenzie
Ranked in jurisdictions: 24
Ranked individuals: 39
Baker & McKenzie is ubiquitous: its formidable presence and
breadth of expertise are almost un paralleled and it has more sites
ranked in the WTR 1000 than any other firm. The trademark practice
is supported by the seemingly limitless resources of this titanic
commercial player. Practitioners tend to be highly specialised and
the group comprises experts in prosecution, litigation, anticounterfeiting and numerous other areas. Consistent success in
high-profile cases has attracted a swathe of international brand
owners, and Bakers’ client roster is the envy of its peers. The firm h as
an excellent reputation throughout the United States and is also
highly regarded in Europe, where its UK and Russian offices in
particular win abundant plaudits. It has a similarly extensive
footprint in Asia, where the Singapore and Japanese offices stand
out. It is renowned for staying one step ahead of its in ternational
competitors when it comes to cornering emerging markets, and was
among the first international firms to open offices in Poland and
Ukraine, where its trademark teams now lead the field. Its reach is
now extending into Latin America, where the Colombian and
Venezuelan offices impress.
Bereskin & Parr LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 6
One of a handful of firms dominating the Canadian marketplace,
Bereskin & Parr operates from four offices across the country,
providing clients with comprehensive regional coverage and deep
resources. Its flair for contentious and non-contentious work has
captured the attention of numerous international brand owners, as
well as major Canadian clients, ensuring that the firm is
internationally hailed as a major player in the field. The phenomenal
reputations of Dan Bereskin and Cynthia Rowden are key to its
success; they are ably supported by a raft of talen ted practitioners,
among them Robert MacFarlane.
Bird & Bird
Ranked in jurisdictions: 15
Ranked individuals: 19
Intellectual property is part of the w eft and warp at Bird & Bird. The
firm has one of the best-established I P practices worldwide and its
expertise is near legendary. Unlike other players, whose European
operations are concentrated in one or two EU hubs, Bird & Bird
offers a truly continental presence: it has created robust practices in
the United Kingdom, Italy and Germany and established offices
throughout Eastern Europe and Scandinavia. Featuring in the WTR
1000, Giovanni Galimberti, Andrea Simandi and Sara Sparr ing are
among the firm’s most acclaimed European practitioners. Bird &
Bird has also built a thriving practice in Asia, where Ai-Leem Lim
and Alison Wong have helped to put the Hong Kong trademark team
on the map. The Singapore and China offices are similarl y strong.
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 8
Borden Ladner Gervais is one of Canada’s great success stories.
Formed in 2000 through the amalgamation of several firms, it has
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continued to grow via takeovers and mergers, establishing one of
the country’s largest full-service IP practices in the process. The
trademark team is primarily based in Ottawa, although the firm has
aggressively shored up its capability in its other offices and no w also
boasts sizeable presences in Montreal, Toronto, Calgary and
Vancouver. Traditionally, prosecution has been a forte and this
remains its speciality, though the group also enjoys a thriving
enforcement and litigation practice. The team’s longstanding
relationship with start-ups and hi-tech businesses has nurtured an
entrepreneurial spirit and clients enthuse about its superresponsive service. Noted partners include Genevieve Bergeron,
Bradley Freedman and Tracey Mosley.
Dannemann Siemsen
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 5
This Brazilian boutique is widely acknowledged as a market leader
and commentators agree that it sets the bar for other firms in the
country. Clients regularly reap the benefits of its pioneer ing
approach. For example, the firm is one of just a h andful to have
created a substantial anti-counterfeiting practice to assist clients
with fighting counterfeiting; in the past year it conducted almost
1,000 raids for clients and seized millions of coun terfeit goods.
However, Dannemann is no one-trick pony: it has racked up over
100 years of experience and consequently has established expertise
in a variety of trademark disciplines. Luiz Henrique Do Amaral is the
star of a team which also includes Joaquim Goulart, Peter Eduardo
Siemsen and Jose Henrique Vasi Werner.
DLA Piper
Ranked in jurisdictions: 7
Ranked individuals: 13
DLA Piper’s vibrant practice encompasses everything from early-stage
brand development to enforcement and licensing, leaving many
clients “wondering whether there is anything it can’t do”. With an
international profile that sets it apart from competitors, the team has
also pulled off a rare trick by combining volume with quality – it
handles a constant stream of high-end work. Its growing global
footprint allows it to assist clients in any major market: among other
strategic hirings and acquisitions, the recent arrival of Krystyna
Szczepanowska-Kozłowska has reinforced the practice in Poland, while
its merger with Dragotti Studio Legale Assoc iato in Italy brings
additional expertise in litigation. And the firm’s expansionist
ambitions are not limited to Europe: a recent alliance with the highly
regarded Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr has gained it a foothold in South
Africa and the firm remains a go-to in the United States, where the
efforts of Mark Feldman, Christina Martini and Keith Medansky have
put it on the map at both state and national levels.
Edwards Wildman Palmer LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 3
Ranked individuals: 6
The product of a recent merger, Edwards Wildman Palmer can draw
on over 100 years of its legacy firm’s histories and has a flourishing
network across the United States, Europe and Asia. A combination of
experience, international reach and global perspective makes it a
preferred choice for many prestigious clients. Courtroom nous is a
standout feature and its litigation practice is in high demand as a
result; it can also apply this know-how to non-contentious matters,
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ensuring that any potential sticking points are resolved in the early
stages of negotiations. The arrival of John Olsen in the London office
is indicative of the firm’s commitment to its IP practice and has
caught the eye of commentators.
Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 2
Ranked individuals: 8
Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner offers the best of
both worlds by combining the breadth and depth of a major
international law firm with the niche spec ialism and technical
expertise of a boutique. This blend has proved irresistible to a slew
of international household names, among them Disney, Twentieth
Century Fox, BMW, Starbucks and Toshiba. It is regarded as a fierce
competitor by its neighbours in Washington DC, where Julia Anne
Matheson and David Kelly are leading lights; the firm’s success has
further enabled it to expand in to Asia and Europe, giviing clients a
reassuring global presence on the ground and an in ternational
perspective on trademark matters.
Fish & Richardson PC
Ranked in jurisdictions: 3
Ranked individuals: 6
The venerable Fish & Richardson has advised on IP issues
surrounding many notable inventions since its establishment in the
late 19th century. While the firm is perh aps best known for its
victories in many of the world’s most high profile patent cases, it
also fields one of the top trademark teams in the United Sta tes and
is frequently sought after by Fortune 100 companies for brandrelated matters. It has a superb understanding of the hi-tech and
internet industries, and its deep experience wins repeat instructions
from Microsoft, eHarmony, Google and others. Cynthia Walden and
Lisa Greenwald Swire attract local and national acclaim.
Fross Zelnick Lehrman & Zissu PC
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 9
With nine individuals ranked in the WTR 1000 – an increase of two
on last year, Fross Zelnick continues to build on its remarkable
presence in the New York market. Its experienced and
knowledgeable practitioners operate across the spectrum of
contentious and non-contentious matters, reflecting its highly
regarded expertise in all areas of trademark law. International work
makes up a large percentage of the trademark practice and clien ts
hail from the cosmetics, entertainment, hotel, luxury goods and
food industries, among others. “A wonderful practice with great
depth”, it is particularly feted for its excellent client service. Susan
Upton Douglass and Roger Zissu remain top rank ed, while Lawrence
Eli Apolzon and John Margiotta are newcomers to the prosecution
and enforcement tables respectively.
Fulbright & Jaworski International LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 3
Ranked individuals: 6
This widely recognised outfit wins immense respect for its nationwide
expertise, and particularly for its work in Texas and Minnesota. It
provides the full suite of trademark services to a di verse clientele,
which includes companies in the food, retail, restaurant and
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technology industries. Practitioners are admired for their cutting-edge
knowledge, problem-solving abilities and considerable experience in
dealing with issues including non-traditional marks and anticounterfeiting. Six individuals at the firm are ranked in the WTR 1000,
including Richard John Groos and Linda Merritt.
Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 2
Ranked individuals: 12
Gowlings is a large firm with a sterling repu tation across Canada,
receiving glowing feedback from peers and clients alike. A premier
choice for both prosecution and litigation, it provides a
comprehensive offering and fields an impressive filing practice.
Robert MacDonald, Kelly Gill and Arthur Renaud are extremely well
regarded, while nine colleagues from the Ottawa and Toronto offices
are also recognised in the WTR 1000. Significant clients include
major players in the tobacco and consumer goods ind ustries.
Greenberg Traurig LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 5
Ranked individuals: 9
This highly rated US firm is tipped as a leader in trademark s from East
Coast to West. “Smart, well-organised and thoughtful”, the team is also
appreciated for its strategy management and fast response times. The
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practice is broad, encompassing trademark prosecution, litigation and
portfolio management; household-name clients include AnheuserBusch and Facebook. Scott Thompson, Roxanne Elings, Steven Wadyka
Jr and Susan Heller all achieved band one rankings.
Hogan Lovells
Ranked in jurisdictions: 11
Ranked individuals: 18
This heavyweight firm is a dominant force across Europe and Asia,
with the London, Amsterdam, Milan, Hong Kong, Shanghai and
Moscow branches among its 11 WTR 1000-ranked offices worldwide.
The well-respected, client-focused Paris team is particularly strong,
while the Ho Chi Minh City practice h as made a name for its ability
to handle extremely complex, high-profile trademark matters; both
are top rated in their respective jurisdictions. With one of the
highest totals of ranked individuals worldwide, including numerous
tier-one practitioners, the firm has almost unmatched breadth of
expertise and an enduring appeal to clients.
Hoyng Monegier LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 4
Ranked individuals: 7
Since Hoyng Monegier set up shop at the start of 2011,
commentators in the market have watched with interest as it has
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Increased globalisation places additional pressure on brand
owners entering unfamiliar, often challenging jurisdictions.
Under these circumstances, selecting the right counsel to
ensure that marks are given the positioning and protection that
they need in each distinct market is crucial

established itself as a serious contender in the European trademark
field. It has offices in Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris and Madrid, all four
of which have been ranked this year. The Netherlands branch in
particular is hailed “an excellent competitor, offering outstanding
service from its great set of practitioners”. Of its seven ranked
individuals, name partner Denis Monégier du Sorbier and Carl De
Meyer are singled out as leading lights.
Jones Day
Ranked in jurisdictions: 5
Ranked individuals: 11
Jones Day’s expanding trademark practice has carved the firm a
foothold across the United States, Europe and Asia, with its bases in
Washington DC and California ranked alongside the Hong Kong and
Paris offices. The depth of its US talen t pool wins special plaudits,
although individuals based in other jurisdictions are also
commended – including Horace Lam, a 2011 addition to the Bei jing
office who is one of China’s top trademark practitioners. Emmanuel
Baud is also highly rated in Paris.
Kenyon & Kenyon LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 2
Ranked individuals: 6
Market stalwart Kenyon & Kenyon has a pristine reputation for its
high-quality guidance and representation across the gamut of
trademark matters. Clients appreciate its astute strategic advice and
finely tuned appreciation of the value of intellectual assets,
including trademarks. Four individuals are ranked in New York and
two in Washington DC; they offer both prosecu tion and litigation
expertise. Edward Colbert is especially feted for his work in the
trademark enforcement field.
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 5
Ranked individuals: 13
Established following the merger between Kilpatrick Stockton and
Townsend and Townsend and Crew in January 2011, this firm is a
major presence in the US market, with offices ranked in Georgia,
New York, North Carolina and Washington DC. The Georgia office is
praised across the board for its “spectacular team and outstanding
work in the field”; expert litigators Theodore Davis Jr and William
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Brewster lead the charge. The North Carolina team – w hich includes
prominent figure William Bryner – also comes highly
recommended. Key clients of the firm include major brand owners
in the fashion, manufacturing and sports industries.
Knobbe Martens Olson & Bear LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 5
While Knobbe Martens Olson & Bear is a colossus of the California
market, thanks to its formidable base in the sta te, its star is also on
the ascendant nationally. Its broad client roster includes big-ticket
marques in the food services, cosmetics, au tomotive and retail
sectors, which instruct it for its ou tstanding client service and
seamless handling of complex matters. Five practitioners in the
“knowledgeable, creative” team are ranked in the WTR 1000,
featuring on both the enforcement and prosecution tables. Diane
Reed is recognised for her prosecu tion expertise, while Susan
Natland and Lynda Zadra-Symes are both rated for their dedication
and enviable track record in litigation matters.
McDermott Will & Emery
Ranked in jurisdictions: 3
Ranked individuals: 5
McDermott Will & Emery has established a presence far beyond its
US origins, with centres of excellence in trademarks in the United
Kingdom, Washington DC and Chicago – all of which are recognised
in the WTR 1000. As a major international commercial firm, it can
handle everything from prosecution to commercialisation, dispute
resolution and domain name issues. Clien ts hail from a broad range
of industries, including global household-name brands in the food
and beverage, retail, telecommunications, financial services,
clothing, electronics and natural resources.
Norton Rose
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 7
Norton Rose is a respected commerc ial player which is making a big
splash on the international scene, most recently through a string of
high-profile acquisitions in Canada , Australia, South Africa and
Hong Kong. The Canadian office is the first of this w ave to be ranked
in the WTR 1000; elsewhere, the nascent nature of the practice
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makes it something of an unknown quantity, though individual
practitioners continue to attract strong recommendations. Its
workload reflects a bias towards communications, technology,
pharmaceuticals and life sciences – among the key sector
specialisations of the firm itself; in these fields, Norton Rose
provides a comprehensive spread of trademark advice and
representation to its clients.
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 6
“Osler’s team understands the complex nuances of trademark law;
they can practise law in English and in French, w hich makes
transitioning through the various regions in Canada seamless”
– making it one the most widely recognised practices in the coun try.
It wins kudos for its licensing and commerc ialisation expertise,
though it also handles trademark-related disputes and trademark
prosecution with panache. Clients are drawn from a wide range of
industries, including financial services, retail, heavy machinery and
manufacturing.
Pirkey Barber LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 6
A small Lone Star firm with big trademark expertise, this bou tique
makes up for what it may lack in size with the sheer quality of its
practice. With six individuals recognised in the Texas chapter of the
WTR 1000, it has twice as many ranked players as its closest state
competitor, cementing its prestigious reputation across the United
States and beyond. It covers the full range of trademark practice and
is highlighted as a truly exceptional group. Eponymous partners Lou
Pirkey and Bill Barber are recognised in the guide, along with
Rodney Caldwell, Susan Hightower, Steve Meleen and Shannon Vale.
ROBIC LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 5
The depth of this team is borne ou t by the inclusion of five
practitioners in the WTR 1000. While best known for its prosecution
work, it is also home to a highl y regarded litigation practice. ROBIC
is one of Montreal’s best-known practices; an extensive local and
national client base is supplemented by enduring ties with clients
across the Atlantic – in particular, in France – to maintain enviable
productivity levels.
Rouse
Ranked in jurisdictions: 8
Ranked individuals: 11
Rouse has an impressive list of offices listed in the WTR 1000,
including sites in Thailand, China, the United Arab Emirates,
Vietnam, the United Kingdom and the Philippines under its o wn
banner, and associate offices Suryomurcito & Co and Yu & Partners
in Jakarta and Hong Kong respectively. This integrated network
spanning Europe, the Middle and Far East is a major draw to clients,
which admire “its ability to handle matters on a regional basis while
being nimble and maintaining excellent quality”. The team assists
patrons from a broad array of industries on complex trademark
issues around the globe.
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Baker & McKenzie’s reach circumscribes the globe, with
rankings in such far-flung locales as Colombia, Venezuela,
Indonesia and Thailand establishing it as a firm that is willing to
take the lead in challenging markets where others fear to tread.
Several other practices have found success by focusing their
attention more intently on regional markets

Salans
Ranked in jurisdictions: 2
Ranked individuals: 5
Salans’ Parisian headquarters has shot to the top of the French
rankings following the arrival of former Bird & Bird partner Isabelle
Leroux; she is listed alongside two colleagues who are also leading
figures on the French market. Elsewhere, the firm wins extensive
praise in Russia, where Denis Voevodin and his team impress; “in
new and unfamiliar jurisdictions, Salans is highly responsive and
makes clients feel very comfortable.”
Working as part of a large, full-service commerc ial firm, the
trademark team provides a broad offer ing to a similarly diverse
client base.
Smart & Biggar/Fetherstonhaugh
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 7
This boutique has offices in Ottawa, Toronto, Montreal and
Vancouver, and adroitly handles both contentious and noncontentious matters. Positioned in the top echelons of Canadian
firms, it is acclaimed for its h uge team, consistent quality, great
experience and strong international profile. Trademark law
represents a central plank of its practice, from filing to infr ingement
litigation and anti-counterfeiting matters. Michael Manson and
François Guay are both highly rated in the rankings, alongside five
colleagues.
Troller Hitz Troller
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 5
Troller Hitz Troller is among the longest-established bou tiques in
the Swiss marketplace. Clients include prestigious brands in the food
and beverage, consumer electronics, pharmaceuticals, toy, luxury
goods, financial services, engineering, computer and software
industries. They enjoy top-drawer services from prosecution
through to litigation; anti-counterfeiting is also a forte. Gallus Joller
and Patrick Troller are among the firm’s most prominent attorneys;
alongside their team mates, they are highly recommended and
forces to be reckoned with on the Swiss legal scene.
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Winston & Strawn LLP
Ranked in jurisdictions: 3
Ranked individuals: 6
Winston & Strawn has a well-established network across the United
States, with WTR 1000-ranked offices in New York, Illinois and
California. The stars of the practice incl ude Andrew Bridges in
San Francisco and the Paris-based Nathalie Hadjadj-Cazier. It
undertakes the full spectrum of trademark ma tters for clients from
a variety of industries, including e-commerce and technology, food
and beverage and luxury goods, though – like the firm as a whole – it
is particularly lauded for its insight in the media, entertainment and
advertising industries.
Yuasa & Hara
Ranked in jurisdictions: 1
Ranked individuals: 5
Yuasa & Hara maintains its position among the elite practices listed
in the WTR 1000 through a single office recognised in J apan,
although five practitioners make appearances in the rankings. It is a
longstanding and highly respected presence on the Japanese market,
with an in-house team of benr ishi handling trademark prosecution
alongside practitioners involved in trademark litigation and
licensing. It divides its time evenly between work for foreign and
domestic clients, many of which hail from the industrial,
manufacturing, retail and distribution sectors. Kozo Yabe is a titan of
the Japanese trademark sphere; he is joined in the tables by fello w
luminary Toshiaki Makino and other colleagues. WTR

About the WTR 1000
The WTR 1000 will be published in Spring 2012 and will be
distributed to WTR subscribers and available to delegates at key
trademark conferences throughout the year. A fully searchable
edition of the publication will also be fr eely available online at
www.worldtrademarkreview.com. Ranking numbers are correct as
of December 2011 and are subject to change prior to publication of
the WTR 1000.
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